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Loding School reconstruction, which was started in 2006, is going to be 
completed. Major things are completed and  some minor things have left, 
among which: sufficient of water supply in the toilet, fixing water tank and 
urinal tank, complete finishing of the garden, reconstruction of the fallen 
wall and repair of some desks and benches. 
Compound wall  
Compound wall by the side of the road was completed in April 2008, but 
approximately 4 meter wall was collapsed in between due to its weak 
foundation, that is going to be reconstructed again. 
Length of the wall is 38meter before the entrance gate and 11meter after the 
entrance gate, 0.70 meter height in average and 0.55meter width. I suggested 
Krishna to plant the grass on the top of the wall but it is too late this year. 
This wall does not seem to be lasting for long as foundation of this area is 
loose.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Front Garden 

According to the Krishna, the 
construction of front garden is 
completed but I didn’t see this 
garden is like a garden, rather it is 
more like supporting wall for the 
behind wall. May be it can be seen 
better when the garden is planted 
with the flowers. School has planted 
some flowers but must of the area of 
the garden is empty. I asked Krishna 
put more effort on the overall 
project to make better completion.  
School has also made garden before 
the toilet. It looks nice and beautiful. 
Some different flowers are 
blooming.      

 
 
 
 
 
Furniture  
The quality of the desks and benches is not satisfactory; some of them 
already started trembling. School has made 37 pairs of now desks and 
benches but I could hardly recognized 16 pairs which are new. I asked 
Krishna to repair all of them including the old. He agreed to make them 
better and stronger.  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Toilet Construction 
Construction of the toilet has been completed but water tank and urinal tanks 
are yet to be fixed, however, water has supplied in the toilet. Krishna told me 
that all projects, including remaining work of toilet, will be completed 
before Papa Kurt arrives in autumn. Toilet has already opened for use but 
children are not using toilet, rather they are using surrounding area to go to 
stool. When I was there one teacher was rushing to the vicinity of the toilet 
with the bucket of water to cleanse but no avail. I was asked not to take 
picture of it. I asked teacher to teach student and make them utilize the cozy 
toilet. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
School upgrade for secondary level 
This school has been upgraded as a secondary school after it receive 
approval letter from the regeional education office for runnig as a secondary 
level and sufficent support from District education office (DEO). It has 
supported with 1 additional teacher and Rs.600.000 for two buildings. 
Previously the  school had been running as a lower secondary school. Nepal 
Government has a plan to establish one secondary school in each VDC 
(village divelopment committee). From the current accademic session, 
school has started class 9.  
School has already completed the constructin of one building for DEO 
support and is planning to construct the another building for the rest of the 
money.                                                                           

 
Conclusion 
I have monitored the projects thoroughly with the construction chairman Mr. 
Krishna on 27 August 2008. We made some conclusions that Krishna will 
complete the remaining project with high standard before HP-DK Chairman 
will visit the school in autumn.  Construction Chairman will hand over the 
completed project to the School Management Committee officially and 
make the account public in the presence of HP Chairman.  


